Brave Miss World Digital Stills Info

1) BRAVE MISS WORLD - Ben Harper and Natalie Maines recording Forgiveness written by Linor Abargil.jpg
   Pictured L-R: Ben Harper, Jordan Richardson (drummer), Natalie Maines, Linor Abargil
   Photo credit: Tamara Goldsworthy

2) BRAVE MISS WORLD - Linor Abargil and Fran Drescher in Malibu, CA.jpg
   Pictured L-R: Linor Abargil, Fran Drescher
   Photo credit: Tamara Goldsworthy

3) Linor Abargil at Princeton University Take Back The Night Rally.jpg
   Photo Credit: Ronan Killeen

4) BRAVE MISS WORLD - Linor at Teddy Bear Clinic Soweto with teen survivors
   Pictured: Linor Abargil with teen survivors in Soweto
   Photo credit: Karen Landsberg

5) BRAVE MISS WORLD - Linor headshot.jpg
   Pictured: Linor Abargil
   Photo credit: Guy Kushi & Yariv Fein

6) Linor Abargil outside the Israeli Parliament, Jerusalem
   Photo Credit: Cecilia Peck

7) BRAVE MISS WORLD - Linor with Julie C in NYC.jpg
   Pictured L-R: Linor Abargil, Julie C.
   Photo credit: Ronan Killeen

8) Cecilia Peck Director/Producer.jpg – DIRECTOR PHOTO
   Pictured: Cecilia Peck
   Photo Credit: Motty Reif

9) Cecilia Peck and Linor Abargil in Princeton NJ
   Photo Credit: Motty Reif

10) Cecilia Peck and Inbal Lessner at AFI DOCS
    Photo Credit: Adin Walker

11) Cecilia Peck and Linor Abargil in Princeton NJ
    Photo Credit: Motty Reif

12) Linor Abargil and Cecilia Peck in Malibu CA
    Photo Credit: Motty Reif